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Time dependent magnetohydrodynamic computations of the flux cancellation mechanism are
presented. Previous authors have discussed this mechanism as a possible cause for the formation of
prominences and the trigger for prominence eruptions and coronal mass ejections~CMEs!. This
paper shows that flux cancellation in an energized two-and-one-half-dimensional helmet streamer
configuration first leads to the formation of stable flux rope structures. When a critical threshold of
flux reduction is exceeded, the configuration erupts violently. Significant amounts of stored
magnetic energy are released through magnetic reconnection. The ejected flux rope propagates out
into the solar wind and forms an interplanetary shock wave. A similar eruption occurs for a
three-dimensional calculation where the ends of the flux rope field lines are anchored to the Sun.
The flux cancellation mechanism unifies the processes of prominence formation, prominence
eruption, and CME initiation, and thus provides an attractive hypothesis for explaining the cause of
these dynamic events. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1563668#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Coronal mass ejections~CMEs! are spectacular, ene
getic events in the solar corona that expel plasma and m
netic fields into the solar wind. CMEs can create interpla
etary shock waves and carry substantial ‘‘southwa
magnetic fields~fields oppositely directed to to the terrestri
magnetic field in the Earth’s magnetosphere! and are, there-
fore, believed to be the primary cause of major geomagn
storms.1

CMEs have been observed since the 1970s.2–5 They fre-
quently appear as loop-like features that disrupt helm
streamers in the solar corona.6 Many CMEs exhibit a three
part structure, consisting of a bright outer rim, a dark cav
behind the rim, and a bright inner core that is associated w
erupted prominence material.7 Prominences~also referred to
as filaments when they are observed against the solar d!,
reside above magnetic neutral lines in the photosphere
the base of helmet streamers. They are suspensions of
(T;104 K), dense (n;1010– 1011 cm23) chromospheric
material in the surrounding hot, tenuous corona (;106 K
and 107– 109 cm23). The prominence magnetic field is ob
served to be nearly aligned with the filament channel,8,9 in-
dicating a highly sheared~and therefore, magnetically ene
gized! configuration. Like helmet streamers, prominenc
can remain stable for days or weeks but at times erupt
lently; CMEs and prominence eruptions are closely link
observationally.10 Figure 1 shows a sequence of images fro
the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory~SOHO! Large

a!Paper BI2 2, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.47, 21 ~2002!.
b!Invited speaker.
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Angle Spectrometric Coronagraph ~LASCO!
coronagraph11,12 showing a CME and prominence eruptio
exhibiting the typical three part structure.

The fundamental theoretical question of how CMEs a
initiated has been studied for many years~see reviews by
Forbes,13 Klimchuk,14 Low15!, but is still unanswered. It is
generally~but not universally, see Chen16! believed that the
energy that drives CMEs and other forms of solar activity
stored in the coronal magnetic field prior to eruption. High
nonpotential coronal magnetic fields in active regions ha
been observed frequently,17–20 indicating that there is more
than enough magnetic energy to drive coronal eruptio
How this energy is released is the key question that mus
answered by a successful CME initiation model. Anoth
constraint on CME models is that CMEs open~i.e., drag out
into the solar wind! at least a portion of the coronal magnet
field. In strong magnetic field regions low in the corona, t
magnetic field pressure dominates both the plasma pres
and the gravitational force, so that fields that are in equi
rium are essentially force-free. Aly21,22 and Sturrock23 have
shown thatWopen, the energy of theopen field~for a given
magnetic flux distribution, the magnetic field with all fiel
lines beginning at the photosphere and extending to infin!
is the maximum energy for a force-free magnetic field. T
appears to present a paradox: how can the magnetic fiel
opened while releasing energy?

In this paper, we describe how a candidate CME mec
nism, ‘‘flux cancellation,’’ can fulfill many of the require
ments for successfully explaining CME initiation, includin
dynamic energy release, opening of the magnetic field,
creation of white light signatures similar to observed CM
1 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. ~Color! A CME observed with the SOHO LASCO C2 Coronagraph, on February 26 and 27, 2000. The dark disk is the occulting disk, and t
circle shows the position of the Sun’s surface. The CME shows the typical 3 part structure of a bright loop, cavity, and prominence.
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events. In the next section~Sec. II!, we describe the mecha
nism in the context of previous work. Section III briefly d
scribes the methodology of our computations, and Sec
shows results for two-dimensional~2D! and 3D computa-
tions. Section V summarizes our results.

II. MAGNETIC FLUX CANCELLATION

The magnetic fields in a prominence often exhibit ‘‘i
verse polarity,’’ meaning that the coronal magnetic fields e
bedded in the prominence cross over the neutral line in
direction opposite to that indicated by the large-scale pho
spheric magnetic field polarity. The ingredients for what
refer to here as the ‘‘Flux Cancellation’’ mechanism date
least as far back as the Kuperus and Raadu24 model for in-
verse polarity promineces. In that model, a current filam
~in two dimensions! produces closed magnetic loops that c
support prominence material above the photosphere. S
that time there have been a number of authors who h
focused on the support of prominence material by hel
field lines, and the disruption of these configurations as
possible cause of prominence eruptions and coronal m
ejections.

Flux cancellation has been defined observationally as
mutual disappearance of magnetic fields of opposite pola
at the neutral line separating them.25 Observations have
shown this process to be active at filament sites.26 van Bal-
legooijen and Martens,27 investigating sequences of force
free equilbria, showed that flux cancellation at the neu
line of a sheared arcade configuration leads to the forma
of a flux rope. The helical field lines of the flux rope a
capable of supporting prominence material, and the rise
the equilibrium height of the flux rope with increased flu
submergence suggests possible eruptive behavior. Cal
tions by Forbes and Isenberg,28 Forbes, Priest, and Isenberg29

and Lin et al.30 have show that once a flux rope is forme
continuation of the flux cancellation process can result i
loss of equilibrium. The new lower-energy equilibrium co
tains a current sheet and a higher height for the flux ro
While the energy release in this ideal process is relativ
small, the new equilibrium height of the flux rope can
many solar radii from the Sun. In reality, such an equilibriu
is untenable; the flux rope would be pulled outward by
solar wind. Significant magnetic energy release could oc
Downloaded 11 Sep 2003 to 128.32.147.197. Redistribution subject to A
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through magnetic reconnection at the current sheet. In
paper, we show that in the context of the resistive MH
equations, flux cancellation does indeed lead to rapid ene
release and the disruption of helmet streamer configurati
with material ejected into the solar wind.

III. METHODOLOGY

To compute the consequences of flux cancellation
coronal magnetic fields, we solve the following set of equ
tions in spherical coordinates:

¹3B5
4p

c
J, ~1!

1

c

]B

]t
52¹3E, ~2!

E1
1

c
v3B5hJ, ~3!

]r

]t
1¹•~rv!50, ~4!

1

g21 S ]T

]t
1v•¹TD52T¹•v1S, ~5!

rS ]v

]t
1v•¹vD5

1

c
J3B2¹p1rg1¹•~vr¹v!, ~6!

whereB is the magnetic field;J is the electric current den
sity; E is the electric field;r, v, p, andT are the plasma mas
density, velocity, pressure, and temperature, respectivelg
52g0r̂Rs

2/r 2 is the gravitational acceleration~with Rs the
solar radius!; h is the resistivity; andv is the kinematic vis-
cosity. In the energy equation~5!, S includes radiation, ther-
mal conduction, coronal heating, and resistive and visc
diffusion. Lionello, Linker, and Mikic31 and Linkeret al.32

describe calculations that incorporate these processes so
include the upper chromosphere and transition region in
domain of the calculation. For the goals of this paper~to
demonstrate energy release and CME propagation in the
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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1973Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 10, No. 5, May 2003 Flux cancellation and coronal mass ejections
rona!, it is sufficient to use a ‘‘polytropic’’ energy equation
where S50. This approach has the advantage that a r
tively simple energy equation can match many of the pr
erties of the corona. However, values ofg close to 1~1.05 for
the results shown here! are necessary to produce radial de
sity and temperature profiles that are similar to coro
observations.33

The method of solution of~1!–~6!, including the bound-
ary conditions, has been described previously.32,34–37 The
calculation described in Secs. IV A and IV B was perform
on on a 2013301 nonuniform (r ,u) grid, with the mesh
points highly concentrated near the neutral line and the lo
boundary;Dr'0.005Rs nearRs51 andDu'0.24° near the
neutral line was used.

A uniform resistivityh has been used, corresponding
a resistive diffusion timetR54pRs

2/(hc2)543104 hours
~for a length scale ofRs). At the base of the helmet streame
the Alfvén speed (VA0) is about 967 km s21, the Alfvén
travel time (tA5Rs /VA0) is 12 min and the Lundquist num
ber tR /tA'23105. A uniform viscosityv is also used, cor-
responding to a viscous diffusion timetv5Rs

2/v such that
tv /tA5200.

IV. RESULTS

A. The pre-eruption configuration

CMEs are associated with helmet stream
configurations.6 To study CME initiation, we first generate
helmet streamer equilibrium~e.g., Linker and Mikic´38!. The
procedure is the same as that used for computing the s
ture of the large-scale corona based on magnetograms37,39

We start with a potential magnetic field in the corona th
matches a specified distribution of radial magnetic field
the solar surfaceBr0 . Here we choose an azimuthally sym
metric Br0 , but one that is not symmetric about the equa
~the neutral line occurs atu5107°, 17° below the equator!.
The magnetic flux distribution is considerably more conc
trated than a dipolar distribution; this increases the ratio
the open field energy to the potential field energy~and allows
more energy to be stored in an equilibrium configuratio!.
We impose a spherically symmetric solar wind solution a
integrate the time-dependent MHD equations in time~for
600tA , wheretA is the Alfvén time described in Sec. III!
until the solution settles down to an equilibrium. A coron
streamer with closed field lines forms, surrounded by op
field lines along which the solar wind flows outward. T
investigate the energy release that occurs in CMEs
prominence eruptions, we must introduce free energy
the magnetic field. We apply a shear flow near the neu
line that builds free magnetic energy into the streamer. T
shear flow is not intended to model actual flows on the S
It is just a convenient mechanism for producing stron
sheared field lines that are nearly aligned with the neu
line, a frequently observed characteristic of filamen9

~Present estimates indicate that most of the free energ
active region magnetic fields may actually emerge from
low the photosphere when the regions are born, rather
through photospheric flows.40!
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B. Formation of a magnetic flux rope and disruption
of the streamer

After the configuration is relaxed in time, a steady-sta
energized helmet streamer configuration forms~the energy is
about 78% of the corresponding open field energy!; The left-
most frames of Fig. 2 (t51300tA) show the pre-eruption
configuration. The investigation of the effect of flux cance
lation begins at this point in the calculation, when we start
change the magnetic flux at the photospheric boundary.
boundary conditions for evolving the photospheric magne
flux have been described previously by Refs. 32 and 41.
change in flux is applied by specifying the tangential co
ponent of the electric field at the boundary,Et0 . For ex-
ample, whenEt050, Br0 ~the radial magnetic field at the
solar boundary! remains fixed in time. In order to specify
desired change in the magnetic flux, we specify a nonz
Et0 that is consistent with the required]Br0 /]t. This electric
field drives converging flows at the neutral line, as is b
lieved to occur in the flux cancellation process.

Flux cancellation~reduction of the flux! first forms a
stable flux rope configuration within the helmet stream
~Fig. 2, t51350tA). The high density in the flux rope~seen
in the white light image! is reminiscent of a prominence bu
because of the simplified~polytropic! energy equation, it
does not have the correct thermodynamic properties~the
plasma is too hot!. However, simulations using a more s
phisticated energy equation32 do produce prominence-like
~cold! material in the corona. With continued flux cancell
tion, the helmet streamer is destabilized. Att51390tA hours
the configuration is beginning to move upward rapidly, su
sequently erupting into the outer corona (t51400tA), as
shown in Fig. 2. Note the formation of a current sheet dur
the eruptive phase.

Figure 3 shows the time evolution of the magnetic a
kinetic energies integrated over the volume of the compu
tional domain for the entire calculation. During the formatio
of the helmet streamer (t502600tA), the solar wind opens
up the outer field lines of the previously closed potential fie
and the magnetic energy increases about 15% above the
tential magnetic field energy. Energization of the stream
occurs fromt5600– 1220tA , increasing the total magneti
field energy to 3.7531032 ergs. The configuration is the
relaxed for 80tA . The period fromt50 – 1300tA in the
simulation is artificial in the sense it is not intended to mod
a specific solar process, but to develop an energized he
streamer configuration suitable for studying the flux canc
lation process. Reduction of the magnetic flux commence
t51300tA and continues tot51400tA , reducing the total
magnetic flux by 15%. A detached flux rope first begins
forms att51320tA ~when the flux is reduced by about 3%!,
and the eruption begins at aboutt51380tA ~flux reduction of
12%!.

The eruption of the configuration by flux cancellatio
occurs only when a critical threshold is passed. When fl
cancellation is halted with flux reduction levels of 5% a
10%, in both cases the configuration remains stable
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 2. ~Color! MHD Simulation of a helmet streamer eruption triggered by flux cancellation. The stripes in the top panels show projected field line~there
is also aBf component of the magnetic field out of the plane!. The middle panels shows the current densityJf out of the plane. The bottom panels show
the polarization brightness that would be observed by a coronagraph if this were a real CME. A high density flux rope structure can bet
51350tA . At t51390tA , the configuration is erupting. This image shows, albeit in an idealized fashion, the 3 part structure observed in many CM
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nearly in a steady state; over time the current in the flux r
slowly diffuses because of the finite resistivity in the calc
lation. Once the configuration is past the eruption thresh
halting the flux cancellation process~e.g., att51380tA) can-
not prevent the eruption. Even for this idealized configu
tion, a considerable amount of magnetic energy is relea
during the simulated CME. During the primary energy r
lease phase (t51380 to t51420tA), about 1.7531032 ergs
are released, and the kinetic energy increases by
31031 ergs. The remaining energy~not shown! is distributed
into heating and gravitational potential energy.

As demonstrated by this calculation and that by Link
et al.,32 prominence formation~i.e., creation of the flux rope!
arises as part of the flux cancellation mechanism. Flux c
cellation is in turn a natural part of the evolution of th
photospheric magnetic field. On the Sun it is frequently o
served that the magnetic fields in an active region tend
disperse days to weeks after its emergence. This dispers
magnetic flux is thought to occur on a small spatial scale
annihilation and submergence of magnetic dipole eleme
Downloaded 11 Sep 2003 to 128.32.147.197. Redistribution subject to A
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~flux cancellation!. During this time, filaments are frequentl
observed to form along the neutral line, these may erupt
later time as part of a CME. We have demonstrated t
beyond a critical threshold of flux cancellation, our idealiz
streamer/fluxrope configuration erupts. In the flux cance
tion mechanism, the eruption of the filament and the init
tion of the coronal mass ejection are different aspects of
same process: The destabilization of the entire magnetic
figuration.

The eruption can be viewed from several points of vie
First, flux cancellation moves the footpoints of the alrea
sheared magnetic field closer to the neutral line; this redu
poloidal magnetic field~field crossing the neutral line! while
the magnetic field tangent to the neutral line is not chang
This has the effect of greatly increasing the shear. Stability
the configuration can also be described as a competition
tween magnetic pressure forces that tend to expand the
figuration and magnetic tension forces that restrain it. F
mation and buildup of the flux rope increases the magn
pressure and removes the stabilizing overlying fields u
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. The magnetic and kinetic en
ergy evolution for the MHD computa-
tion shown in Fig. 2. The relaxation
and shearing phases of the comput
tion are used to develop an energize
helmet streamer configuration, suitab
for studying flux cancellation. Flux
cancellation begins att51300tA . The
eruption begins att'1380tA , when
the open field energy~labeled as
Wopen) approaches the stored magnet
energy in the streamer.
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the magnetic field configuration can no longer maintain
equilibrium. It is perhaps most interesting to view the evo
tion of the system in terms of the energy of the correspo
ing open magnetic field (Wopen). The flux cancellation pro-
cess removes the lowest lying flux near the neutral line,
so significantly affectsWopen. Wopen is eventually reduced to
the point that the closed field system has a magnetic en
Downloaded 11 Sep 2003 to 128.32.147.197. Redistribution subject to A
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approachingWopen, and the configuration erupts. We no
that while our solutions are for the full MHD equations~1!–
~6! so that our solutions are not in general force-free,Wopen

remains an important parameter for describing the syst
This is because the magnetic fields are strongest and mo
the magnetic energy is stored near the base of the co
the
ow the
FIG. 4. ~Color! Polarization brightness and magnetic field lines for the 3D eruption~see text!. The black~yellow! disk in the top~bottom! frames shows the
position of the Sun. The viewpoint is slightly above the equator, so the current sheet is not viewed edge on. Black and multi-colored field lines showhelmet
streamer and open field lines. Att5t0 , flux cancellation begins; flux is canceled only on one hemisphere of the Sun. The blue and red field lines sh
flux rope. When a critical threshold for flux cancellation is exceeded, the configuration erupts in a manner similar to the 2D case.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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where the plasmab is quite low. For magnetic fields to be i
equilibrium in this region, they must be very nearly forc
free.

C. Flux rope formation and eruption in three
dimensions

Azimuthally symmetric models of CMEs suffer from
two very unrealistic aspects, the first being that, to so
extent, they represent the worst-case scenario for erup
because the entire coronal magnetic field must be ope
not just a portion of it. The second unrealistic aspect is t
the flux rope becomes completely detached from the S
surface, which is not likely to happen for realistic 3D field
Amari et al.41 demonstrated a 3D eruption for the flux ca
cellation process in local Cartesian geometry. Here we sh
that the streamer disruption we demonstrated in the prev
section occurs in 3D as well.

We start from a sheared azimuthally symmetric helm
streamer configuration similar to that discussed in Sec. IV
the resolution for the 3D calculation was reduced to
375364 to minimize the computing time. An additional re
sistivity was added locally based on the current density
ensure that the current sheet and other dynamically evol

FIG. 5. ~Color! Flux rope field lines and an isosurface of the scaled plas
density from the simulation of Fig. 4, looking down from above the no
pole of the Sun. The flux rope remains attached to the Sun as it propa
out into the solar wind. The small density surface near the Sun’s surfa
the unerupted portion of the streamer belt.
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structures were adequately resolved on this coarser m
The magnetic flux was now reduced only on one hemisph
of the Sun~centered at longitude 180°) but in the same ma
ner as the 2D case. Figure 4 shows magnetic field lines
the polarization brightness for the 3D eruption. For the
case the eruption proceeds similar to the 2D case, but
the ends of the flux rope are anchored in the photosphere
note that the 3D configuration we have shown here is s
very idealized. Flux ropes that would form along real neut
lines are likely to be very complicated.42 Figure 5 shows an
isosurface of the scaled plasma density together with m
netic field lines in the flux rope, after it has propagated aw
from the Sun.

D. Propagation to 1 A.U.

We do not yet understand how the CMEs observed in
corona evolve to produce the signatures that are meas
with interplanetary spacecraft. Clearly modeling must pla
key role if we are to clarify this process. Rather than p
forming a single calculation that encompasses both the in
solar corona and the heliosphere to 1 A.U. and beyond,
have found that it is more efficient to perform the calculati
in two separate parts. The first calculation consists of
solution for the inner corona shown above. The second
culation takes the results at the outer boundary of coro
solution as the inner boundary condition for a heliosphe
calculation. The MHD characteristics point only outward b
yond the sonic and Alfve´n points, so backward propagatio
of information does not occur. Odstrcilet al.43 describe the
results of coupling the CME calculation discussed in Se
IV A and IV B with a heliospheric calculation. In the ex
tended calculation, a flux rope is ejected into the solar w
and a shock wave forms in front of it~Fig. 6!. A substantial
southward~negative! Bz ~relative to the Earth’s magneti
field! is also generated. We have also developed a he
spheric solution for the 3D case shown in Sec. IV C, a
these results will be discussed in a future paper.

a

tes
is
he green
FIG. 6. ~Color! The combined coronal and heliospheric calculation of the ejection of the flux rope and formation of a shock wave in the solar wind. T
semi-circle at 20Rs marks the boundary between the two calculations. Different portions of the grids are shown in each frame. The white contours ofBf show
the position of the flux rope at each time.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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V. CONCLUSIONS

The flux cancellation mechanism unifies the processe
prominence formation and prominence eruption with CM
initiation, making it an attractive hypothesis for explainin
the initiation of CMEs~at least those associated with fil
ment eruptions!. We have shown that the mechanism c
rapidly release significant amounts of energy and e
plasma and magnetic fields into the solar wind. When
calculation is extended to 1 A.U., an interplanetary sho
wave forms.

It is interesting to compare the results of Linet al.30 with
the results shown here. Both calculations are performe
azimuthally symmetric, spherical geometry. While the fl
distributions and many other aspects of the calculations
not the same, both calculations show a detached flux rop
equilibrium. It is striking that with a small increase in th
flux content of the rope, both calculations show the form
tion of a current sheet and a dramatic change in the confi
ration. Lin et al.30 have shown that the change in their co
figuration is a result of loss of equilibrium. In the time
dependent approach that we employ to obtain our solutio
it is difficult to explicitly identify loss of equilibrium.34 How-
ever, given the similarity of the results, it is plausible that t
catastrophe identified by Linet al.30 is related to the disrup
tion in our simulations. If that is the case, then the magn
reconnection and rapid energy release observed in our ca
lations is the consequence of an ideal process.

We note that the flux cancellation process avoids a
problems with the Aly–Sturrock energy limit. The ideal pr
cess identified by Linet al.30 does not violate the limit~the
fields always remain closed andW,Wopen; the reconnection
that rapidly releases energy in our calculation is a nonid
process not accounted for by the theorem. The flux cance
tion mechanism can be contrasted with the idea that pro
nences emerge as flux ropes from below the photosphere15 It
is not immediately clear how to distinguish these differe
processes observationally, as both have similar conseque
for flow signatures in the photosphere. If a stable flux ro
structure does form in the corona, regardless of the pro
that formed it, the susceptibility to disruption should not d
pend on how it originated.

Of course, there are other plausible mechanisms
CME initiation; for example, the ‘‘breakout model.’’44,45

Why is it so difficult to tell which~if any! of these models is
correct? One reason is that the expected observational d
ences between the models are subtle. For example, di
guishing between field lines that wrap around each other~the
‘‘flux rope’’ predicted by flux cancellation! from a collection
of strongly sheared dipped field lines~expected from break
out! is quite difficult for realistic fields, particularly when i
must be deduced from white-light or emission images. Af
eruption, the ejected material is embedded in a flux rope
both models, so the CME images that are strongly sugges
of flux ropes unfortunately do not discriminate between th
models. Perhaps more importantly, the models have not
reached the sophistication where, given vector magnetog
data for a specific event, they can be used to predict obs
able quantities. This is a far more difficult task than gene
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calculations based on idealized flux distributions, such as
have shown here. This is the challenge that all serious m
els of CME initiation must confront to ultimately resolve th
underlying cause of CMEs.
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